
Janda, Donna V

From: Janda, Donna /
Sent: Monday, July 13, 2009 10:36 AM
To: Taylor, Torre
Subject: RE: another question on SECY paper for you

Hey Torre,

I see no need to put the information in the paper. If someone wants it in, we can always add it. The info is
easy to obtain.

Donna

V)onna 34. Janda
State Agreements Officer
U.S. NRC Region I
610-337-5371 Office
_ý10-337-5269 Fa
()(6) • -

From: Taylor, Torre
Sent: Sunday, July 12, 2009 12:36 PM
To: Janda, Donna
Subject: another question on SECY paper for you

Hi Donna-

In the PA Agreement paper, Kim put in that 5 licenses would stay with NRC - they were federal agency, VA, etc. However, Monica
didn't say anything about that in the VA paper.

I presume there were federal facilities in VA. Do we really need to say anything about that? I think it's stating the obvious, but you
know how it goes .....

I'm getting everything together. I have to meet with Joan, OGC, again on SMC comment resolution - we're close, but not where I want
to be. The package should already be with Duncan and Terry. Duncan took the paper, FRN, etc. home and is reading what he can. I
hope to have a good package to them no later than tuesday. I have the secretaries adding it all to ADAMs tomorrow.

Once I have something that is good for you to do a preliminary review, I'll let you know - I know Kinneman was interested in getting it as
soon as possible so you all have time and don't hold up the review (not that RI did on the proposed - I think he's trying to help get the
concurrences as soon as possible and keep things moving along).

Torre
torre.taU1or@nrc.gov
301-415-7900
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